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Thursday, May 24, 2012

Internet Marketing Tips
We offer:
Blog building services, designed to your niche complete with relevant 
content, optional  with all packages,
that is if you don't already have a site.
Free content in exchange for Backlinks from Your site.
Send request to: jonahdmartin@yahoo.com , and your content will be 
delivered promptly.
You Must be ranking reasonably high. 
 
 Special  True SEO update:
 
 
 
                     Search Engine Optimization
 
 
 
My research has brought me to a crossroads.  Do I buy into the hype on 
the internet about internet marketing, Gurus, SEO, push-button riches, 
set you and forget you, PPC, social networking, video marketing, and 
the like.  My research has turned up that all these things work, when done 
properly, and the reason for all the hype or conflicting data, is because 
many jump in to things so rapidly when they first hear about them, they 
neglect to do research on these things before they just jump in with both 
feet and then fail and then blame everyone but themselves.
True,
There are some shortcuts to Search Engine Optimization , internet 
riches, but they come at a price.  Either you are born into it or one sells 
his soul to the devil or one will do all the hard work your self and be very 
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creative with it.   Find a unique way to automate the process.
However, as far as the so-called Gurus, that is if they really exist,  I don’t 
believe in them, the same as I don’t believe in Santa Claus, the Bogie 
Man, little boy blue and Man in the Moon, or whatever it is that people use 
to give them hope.  Has anyone ever stop to look up the word Guru in the 
dictionary to see what it means.
“(in Hinduism and Buddhism) A spiritual teacher, esp. one who 
imparts initiation.
Each of the ten first leaders of the Sikh religion.”
Hinduism & Tibetan Buddhism A personal spiritual teacher. 2. a. A 
teacher and guide in spiritual and philosophical matters. b. A trusted 
counselor and adviser; ... (e.g.  http://www.thefreedictionary.com/
guru).
So be honest with yourself.  If you know anyone who calls himself a guru, 
do they fit the description.  To be honest with you, I have encountered 
many people, when got started on the web, who, I could fit the description, 
but the they never said anything about being a guru.  Their name was Bob, 
John, Phil, Jason, Tom, Dick, or Harry.  I think you get it.  From the start 
one helped me to be conscious of misspelled words and such and over the 
years other refinements. Make no mistake, If one has not made any money 
online, it is no ones fault but one’s self.  The true secret to making money 
online is no secret.  The same way people make money off line is know 
different.  Just think about that for a moment…….
If you have stock of product that is in demand, how do you even stop 
people from coming to you to make a purchase.  You can go to some 
stores sometimes and it is not a cart in site because their so many people 
shopping.  A basic principle of business,  Supply and demand.  If one 
can control targeted traffic and grasp the concept of supply and demand 
the only thing that can stop one from making money is that someone broke 
into your store and stole your goods.  In a way, that sort of happens on the 
internet,  not often as one might think, but sometimes.
For the most part one just makes poor choices in product to promote, 
thinking that people just got to want this, I can’t loose, and the ones that are 
running the affiliate program is laughing all the way to the bank, because 
they know that by the time they finally get a sale out of you click-through, 
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they don’t have to pay you, Because when they get a sale the cookies 
will have expired, and you been had.  Protect your selves form ignorance, 
naivety, disappointment, frustration, and hopelessness, and study and 
learn and know what one is getting into when one tries internet marketing.
It is a dog-eat-dog world out there, and there are know dog-catchers, just 
predators and pray.
Stay focused on ones goals, look forward and not backwards, stop doing 
what is not working for you, be unique, get out of the copy-cat syndrome, 
be creative, and change things around a lot.  In conclusion, one is either a 
predator or a pray on the internet or somewhere in between.  Endeavor to 
use that to find a way to cause oneself to get paid.   Thank you.  Jonah D. 
Martin President of Solution Motion Pictures.  S. M. P. Press on-line
 

Traffic Boost Page better than back-links
 Traffic Boost Page better than back-links
http://www.seosucces.com/2012/07/all-in-one-seo-software-solution.html 
 
 
Dot.Com Secrets
 
This is the Dot-Com Secrets X coaching program. You get a $1 trial for 30 days, and then 
you lock in our lowest price of just $97 a month. You can log-in to the members area at http://
www.dotcomsecrets.com/members
    $1.00
Immediate access to this product or service is available once payment is approved.

Look There Is No Other Offer In This Category With The 
History, Credibility & Proof Changing People's Lives & 
Incomes-job Crusher Members Are Lifers Because It Flat 
Works & That Means Lifetime Residuals For You!

Thursday, August 23, 2012

Supply and demand
Hi! yes it is me again.  Forgive me for not updating for a while.  My 
research has taken a unexpected turn.  Just about everything one has tried 
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to make a living on the internet works to a certain degree. However, the 
internet is getting bigger and bigger, and bigger and.....you get it.  Lots 
of people on the web, so-called Gurus, super-Affiliates, Millionaire 
marketers, and the like would have one believe that it is so simple to just 
buy one of their push button products, attend their webnars, join one of 
their communities, sell this product, or that product, when know one really 
knows what is going to work until it does, and then they work it to death 
until the word gets out, then it becomes so saturated that by the time it is 
filters down to newbies it is totally useless.  
 
     The concept to grasp is the only thing that is simple, it is my quest is ; 
Supply and demand.  Ask your self, Why do most groceries stores 
prosper in the brick and mortar world? Is it because of website traffic?  No!
For they were doing fine long before the internet existed.  The concept of 
Supply and demand is the obvious key for no matter how good one 
can be at building an SEO team if what one is selling is not in high 
demand, for all one will be getting is traffic and no sales.
 
          However, this brings me to another discovery.  There is talk about 
an internet that exists apart from the internet that we all know and love 
with real-time buyer traffic and  supper powerful and if you join our 
community, and your money is welcome to join too, we will let you in 
on it.  If one would ask me, internet marketing world has become a place 
to meet mobsters and gangsters and shady characters in dark shadowy 
parking garages and trench coats.  All I can say to that is let the buyer 
beware.
 
       Keep this one thought in mind.  There is always going to be ones that 
know more about what is going on on the web.  Would it really seem wise 
for ones to just dump everything into your lap and say; "go make your 
millions", and ask nothing for it in return.  Not hardly.  Do your best to 
educate your self about what ever thing you do on the web.  "The Great 
sea of joy and pain"
 



Jonah D. Martin President of (S&M?) Tri-Net Designs/Solution Motion 
Pictures(Success Marketing) S. M. P. Press on-line. Peace.
 
The latest in my research is this cool site:
 
 
 
          Free Search Engine Optimization Quote 
 
 
 Our Search Engine Optimization methods can make your website appear 
on the very first page of a search engine's listings for relevant keywords. 
As one of the Best SEO companies we make the necessary changes to a 
website in order to achieve top rankings in the major search engines. Our 
team at Higher Visibility is a group of highly skilled SEO professionals that 
live and breathe search engine optimization. We stay ahead of the trends 
so that our clients benefit first. 
 

There is no greater sense of accomplishment than seeing our clients 
dominate their competition online. 
Please fill out our form today to get a quote on our SEO services! Top 
Search Positions If you aren't in the Top 10, you aren't being seen. 
Higher Visibility gets you there! SEO Tools & Technology We use the 
very best tools available to keep you ahead of your competitors. On-Page 
Optimization Consider it a website tune-up. 
We get your website primed for the search engines! Link Building Not every 
link to your website is equal.
 We build powerful and relevant links for you.” 
 
 (e. g. http://www.highervisibility.com/2/search-engine-optimization.html?
gclid=CIT7ltDZiLICFQsFnQodum8AMw) 
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New Update:
 
 
 Baby Center:
 
 67% Increase in Conversions Through Search Keyword Tests Fill 
out the form to the right to download Case Summary Baby Center—
the leading Web site dedicated to providing information and support 
to new and expectant parents—is committed to optimizing the 
user experience on their site. After observing the fact that site 
abandonment hovered at more than 40 percent and the landing page 
for the most popular search term converted nearly 30 percent less 
than the general landing page, Baby Center decided to enlist the help 
of Omniture. After conducting search keyword tests with Omniture 
Test&Target, Baby Center saw a 67 percent increase in conversions 
and significant decreases in both abandonment and acquisition 
costs. 
 
  
(e. g. http://www.omniture.com/offer/107?
s_cid=70130000000kXB8AAM&s_iid=70130000000jvR1AAI&ef_id=wShQ
EYPMwnMAAFd5:20120827211728:s) 
 
 
 
 

Special Update
Google SEO:  (Watch Video)
 
 
 The Formula For SEO is VERY SIMPLE: Content + Relevancy + 
Popularity = Top of Google Ranks Implementation Requires Expertise, 
Intelligence and Hard Work. Top of Google Guaranteed Have you 
hired SEO companies in the past with little success? Are you tired of 
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empty promises? Do you want a solid guarantee that you will be at 
the top? Top of Google Guaranteed Have you hired SEO companies in 
the past with little success? Are you tired of empty promises? Do you 
want a solid guarantee that you will be at the top? Consulting Do you 
need to evaluate your current SEO work? Do you need help hiring an 
in-house SEO? Why did your site lose its ranks on Google? Coaching 
(DIY SEO) Are you hands-on with HTML knowledge? Have you been 
overwhelmed by all the information on SEO? Do you need the tools to 
do your own SEO?  
(e. g. http://www.mastergoogle.com/?gclid=CNjQ-
YDiiLICFdKR7QodJF4A1Q )
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shoe finder
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Women's Footwear
Men's Footwear
Shoe Accessories
CrewGuard®
Slip-resistant Overshoes
MightyMat®
Slip-Resistant Floor Mats
Cut Protection

 
shop by industry
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Foodservice & Restaurant
Healthcare
Hotel & Casino
Industrial & Factory
Schools
Supermarkets

 
 
Women's Slip-Resistant Footwear
 
Top Sellers for the Foodservice & Restaurant Industry
 
 
 
Old School Low-Rider
Women's style# 4040
Factory Direct Price: $39.98
Retail Price: $52.98
SAVE 24%
 
 
Freestyle - Black / Women's
 
Freestyle
Women's style# 7010
Factory Direct Price: $29.98
Retail Price: $34.98
SAVE 14%
 
 
Aurora - Black / Women's
New!
In Stock, Ready to Ship!
Aurora



Women's style# 9043
Factory Direct Price: $56.98
Retail Price: $72.98
SAVE 21%
 
 
Ollie - Black / Women's
New!
Ollie
Women's style# 4044
Factory Direct Price: $37.98
Retail Price: $46.98
SAVE 19%
 
Men's Slip-Resistant Footwear
 
Top Sellers for the Foodservice & Restaurant Industry
 
  
Freestyle
Men's style# 6010
Factory Direct Price: $29.98
Retail Price: $34.98
SAVE 14%
 
 
SFC Avenger - Black / Men's
New!
In Stock, Ready to Ship!
SFC Avenger
Men's style# 8043
Factory Direct Price: $59.98
Retail Price: $79.98
SAVE 25%
 



 
Falcon - Black / Men's
 
Falcon
Men's style# 6007
Factory Direct Price: $34.98
Retail Price: $39.98
SAVE 12%
 
 
Ollie - Black / Men's
New!
Ollie
Men's style# 6044
Factory Direct Price: $37.98
Retail Price: $46.98
SAVE 19%  (e. g. http://supergripnshoe.blogspot.com/     )
 
 
 
 Traffic boost /Animation pics.blogspot.com
 
At your service 24/7 360 to boost traffic to your site.  S E O tips and much 
more.  We will work around the clock, reaching all over the internet to bring 
you new customers.  Sign up today!  Give us all your info we need to tell 
your potential customers about your biz.  The more you tell us the more we 
can do to bring new customers your way.
 
Free Blog sites
 
You tube videos
 
Adds and articles writing
 
Social media
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Every thing we can do to serve you just ask!
 
Sign up today!
 
Dr. Ho Diet and weight loss
 

Thursday, September 20, 2012
Cash Clouds
 
 
 
"Monetize Your Blog With Tag Clouds For Any 
Category In CB. Keywords Link To A Top 10 Selling 
Product. Assures High Conversion. Tags Are 
Randomized On Every Page Refresh. Unlimited Site 
License, Zero Maintenance, Recurring Income, Works 
With Wp."
 
(e. g.   Cash Clouds  )  
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